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Whistleblower Ties FBI Indictment of Harvard Group to COVID
Conspirators Hiding “Gain-of-Function” Lab Origin for
Pfizer/Moderna Vaccine Enterprise
Fort Myers, FL—A renowned drug-industry whistleblower filed a “Motion for Judicial Notice” in
federal court today evidencing a COVID “enterprise” committing unfair and deceptive trade
based on the FBI’s criminal indictment of Harvard nano-biotechnology expert, Dr. Charles
Lieber, whose work with MIT scientists, government officials, and federal agencies links to the
recently released e-mails of Dr. Anthony Fauci. Together, they elucidate the “gain-of-function”
lab origin of COVID-19, its financiers, and emergence from AIDS vaccine research.
The whistleblower is Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz, a Harvard-trained author of the best-selling
longest-enduring book in this field—Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola—Nature, Accident or
Intentional? The award-winning scholar and medical-legal expert recognized the need for
alternatives to vaccines for immune compromised people when he brought NASA science to
market by branding an anti-viral called “OxySilverTM with 528.” His subsequent censorship and
disparagement by Pfizer and Moderna’s media cohorts gave the doctor “cause” and “standing”
to sue for unfair and deceptive trade under Florida’s Whistleblower Act.
“What I filed today was historic,” Dr. Horowitz explained. “Federal officials had a ‘meeting of the
minds’ to conceal and lie about four ‘tell-tale’ gene sequences from the AIDS virus, HIV-1, spliced
into the SARS/coronavirus to increase transmissibility and pathogenicity. Instead of honesly and
openly debating this evidence, the wrongdoers smeared and discredited the highly reputable
group of researchers from India that bravely published their findings.”
Panicked by the “Indian paper,” Francis Collins—Dr. Fauci’s boss—and Pfizer’s advocate, Jeremy
“James” Farrar, urgently organized a Teleconference immediately after the distressing science
was published. The Fauci e-mails, that were released under a FOIA request by BuzzFeed News,
evidences the ‘coordinated’ cover-up—a crime under federal law.
A copy of Dr. Horowitz’s Middle District Court filing is downloadable HERE.
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